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Dear Teachers,
The Hypnotic Brass Ensemble is a group of outstanding musicians with an amazing story. We know their
dynamic performance will inspire you and your students!
Within this guidebook you will find a listening guide referencing our HOT Guidebook Playlist for Hypnotic Brass
Ensemble on YouTube, with a link located on our website here: tpac.org/guidebooks. Not all of the Hypnotic
Brass Ensemble pieces referenced in the guidebook and listed on the play list will be part of the concert, but
they are included to give a broad idea of the group’s music. We think you will find most lessons adaptable to
your students’ grade level.
Enjoy the show!

TPAC Education

About Hypnotic Brass Ensemble
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Hypnotic Brass Ensemble is a group of seven brothers playing four trumpets, two trombones, and a baritone
horn with additional players on bass and drums. Together they create a bold, energetic, and original sound that grooves
and broods with elements of jazz, street music, big band, New Orleans, marching band, funk, and hip hop. Their unique
ensemble and powerful music has its foundations in their one-of-a-kind story.

These seven are all sons of jazz trumpet great, Phil Cohran (Cō – RAN) and were raised in Chicago’s South Side. While the
brothers have different mothers between them, they lived in the same home and were trained together by their father.
Eight brothers make up the original core members of the ensemble, although they are currently playing as a group of
seven. The brothers all play horns with an added “backline” of bass, drums, and electric guitar, played by musicians who,
while not family members, are like family.

Family Tradition

The music of Hypnotic Brass Ensemble is a direct extension of their upbringing and their father’s political philosophies
and social activism. Recently deceased patriarch, Phil Cohran (May 8, 1927 – June 28, 2017) was an influential and
innovative musician, composer, inventor, educator, and activist whose work had a major impact on the Chicago music
and cultural scene for decades, beginning in the 50’s and 60’s. He was a founder of the Association for the Advancement
of Creative Musicians (AACM), which celebrated its 50th Anniversary in 2015. He was also a founding member of the Sun
Ra Arkestra, Artistic Heritage Ensemble, and the Afro-Arts Theater. In honor of his 90th birthday, the Jazz Foundation of
America honored him with its annual lifetime achievement award. In addition, he mentored and influenced the music of
Chaka Khan, as well as Maurice White from Earth, Wind & Fire, with whom he toured for several years.

A Father’s Influence

Naturally, Phil most profoundly influenced his own sons. From the age of 4 and 5, the brothers woke at 5:00am each
morning to study their instruments with their father, with support from their musically accomplished mothers, before
going to school. The brothers practiced long tones, tonguing exercises, and performance repertoire. Their practice
was meditative and spiritual; providing a way for the family to commemorate the day. Playing “long tones” together
developed their skills while connecting the brothers to their instruments, each other and the natural world. In their
early years, the boys would perform their repertoire with their father as Phil Cohran & His Youth Ensemble.
Their father's teachings went beyond horns to include science, history, health, and astronomy. As the boys grew older,
the rigor of their training alongside school became a strain and several of them stopped playing for a time. While the
eldest brothers started college, the youngest brothers started playing cover tunes in the streets of Chicago’s downtown
Loop. Their street playing proved lucrative and enticed the older brothers to return to their instruments and join their
brothers once again.

Branching Out

Having been reared and trained together, the brothers soon developed an intuitive way to collaboratively write their
own music. The success of their street playing eventually led them to New York City. High profile appearances followed
with everyone from Mos Def to Prince, as well as international recognition, extensive touring, and their composition,
“War,” being selected for the soundtrack of blockbuster film, The Hunger Games. The brothers are also the subject of
a documentary film, Brothers Hypnotic, in which their lives, music, work ethic, and the experience of being Phil Cohran’s
sons are all explored.

About Hypnotic Brass Ensemble
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Finding Their Own Voice

Despite the difficulties in balancing their commitment to their father’s legacy with their efforts to compose music that
embraces the sounds and styles of their own generation, Hypnotic Brass Ensemble has remained true to many of the
principles they learned long ago. In particular, they are dedicated to the idea of remaining more independent than
commercial in their approach to their music careers and determined that their music must always be shared on the
streets to reach the people who need it most.
The following description of Hypnotic Brass Ensemble’s music by Sasha Frere-Jones in his 2009 New Yorker piece remains
both accurate and astute:

The music that Hypnotic plays might best be described as highly composed
instrumental hip-hop. If it is jazz, it’s closer in spirit to jazz from a hundred years
ago: accomplished and energetic music parcelled out in short songs designed for
dancing. It stays in key for long stretches, and moves in easy-to-follow periods.
In a typical Hypnotic song, the shifts in key and the emergence of themes happen
against a sound of massed horn parts that provide a sense of solidity. The music
stays rooted to the cycle of the beat and the riff, and the players don’t leave the
center behind to leap around as they might in hard bop or free jazz. Unlike the
musicians in the avant-garde community that Hypnotic grew up in, these players
have no interest in dissonance or “out” passages of squeaking and skronking.
They keep their compositions lean and their harmonies broad and varied.

Photo by Portia Marciello
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The ensemble members playing the Nashville shows areas are as follows:
Gabriel Hubert (“Hudah”) 	
trumpet
Saiph Graves (“Cid”)
trombone
Amal Baji Hubert (“Baji” or “June Body”)
trumpet
Jafar Baji Graves (“Yosh”)
trumpet
Seba Graves (“Clef”)
trombone
Tarik Graves (“Smoove”)
trumpet
Uttama Hubert (“Rocco”)
baritone horn
Hashim Bunch (“Hash”)
Kevin Hunt (“Vo Era”)
Justin Swiney

bass
guitar
drums

Photo by Portia Marciello
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HOT Guidebook Playlist for the Hypnotic Brass Ensemble on YouTube
Our listening guide follows our guidebook playlist on YouTube that you can link to from our TPAC guidebook page here:
tpac.org/guidebooks. Because the link is unpublished, teachers and students can’t search for it on YouTube, but can only
find it through our links or by typing this address:
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLysN7XkvhlvWP6nVAbCVp9qs2ksSIdrTm
 The playlist begins with two videos that are trailers for the documentary, Brothers Hypnotic. They show intriguing
clips of the early development and current creative life of the brothers. If you want to watch the full documentary,
it is offered on several streaming services listed here: http://hypnoticbrassfilm.com/
 Next, there are eight videos of music pieces (#’s 3-10 below). Have students listen the first time through without
looking at the screen. Encourage them to concentrate on the aural experience without a visual, to feel the music
and hear the different horn voices.
 After listening, look at both videos of “War” (#3 and #10 below). One is the Hypnotic Brass Ensemble official
video and well worth watching, with historic footage of conflict and protest. The other video filmed the ensemble
playing at a festival, showing that their instruments are not restricted to concert halls and parade grounds.
 The last ten selections on the playlist (#’s 11-20) include additional selections that correspond with lesson #5 (pages
14-16) in this guidebook.

Playlist
1. Sound + Vision trailer - Length - 2:09
This first video is a short trailer shown at The Film Society of Lincoln Center’s Sound + Vision film festival in 2013. It gives
a good overall introduction to the brothers and how they play together.
2. Brothers Hypnotic trailer - Length - 1:54
This video is the recent official trailer for the documentary, Brothers Hypnotic, which explores the extraordinary life and
art of the Hypnotic Brass Ensemble. The trailer contains additional details not seen in the video above.
AT TIME STAMP 1:07, there is one significant curse word.
3. “War” Length - 3:10
This piece will probably be familiar to your students as it is part of the soundtrack of the movie The Hunger Games.
4. “Black Boy” Length - 5:18
This recording features their father, Phil Cohran.
5. “Ballicki Bone”

Length - 5:27

6. “Lead the Way”

Length - 3:12

7. “Now”

Length - 6.25

8. “Delta”

Length - 4:46

9. “Party Started”

Length - 6:06

10. “War” Length 2:58
Outside during the Campfire Sessions at The Big Chill Festival

LESSON #1 -

The Family that Breathes Together…
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In This Lesson

Students will explore the importance of breathing together when working as an ensemble. Just as athletes must build
muscle and skill to prepare for team sports, brass/woodwind players and vocalists all build breath control and skill to play
their instruments in an ensemble.

Here’s How

What is a
LONG TONE?

Part A
1. Ask students to stand in a circle. Invite them to take a couple of deep
Long tones are exactly what they
cleansing breaths on their own, breathing in through the nose and out
sound like: a note is played into the
through the mouth.
horn and held at a steady volume
2. Invite students to shake off anything distracting them right now to allow
and pitch for as long as the breath
themselves to be fully present.
will allow. The player then goes up
or down a half step and repeats,
3. Explain that musical instruments involving air, whether voice, brass
ultimately going through the full
or woodwind, all require considerable breath control, particularly the
range of the instrument. Doing so
ability to exhale in a sustained and measured fashion. We inhale through
improves tone dramatically, increases
the nose and exhale through the mouth to create sound when singing or
breath control, and playable range.
playing an instrument.
It is one of the most important
4. Ask which students already sing in a group/choir, or play instruments
practice techniques
involving breath. Invite them to share their experience on what allows
a horn player can employ.
them to play or sing well, both as individuals and as an ensemble member.
(adapted from jazz academy: http://
5. Be sure to note that one part of becoming a true ensemble in sync with
www.academy.jazz.org/ )
one another is to learn to breathe together. That’s the next step.
6. Have the whole group inhale through the nose and exhale through the
mouth together. Ask students to exhale with the sound of an “sss”, like the sound of a snake. Inhale and exhale
together several times with students making the “snake sound” on the exhalation.
7. It may be helpful for you to provide a count for breathing in and breathing out.
8. Encourage students to time their exhalation so they are completely out of air by the end of the count. For example,
try breathing in on 4, out on 4, then in on 4, out on 8, in on 4 out on 12. Point out that their “snake sound” will help
them know if they have too much or too little air because they will hear it!
9. With each effort, check in to see if students were truly out of air by the end of the count. Ask students to adjust their
breathing to the counts so they are inhaling and exhaling in unison and completely out of air at the end of the count.
Continue until they are in sync with one another.

Reflection Questions





Were we breathing as a group by the end?
What adjustments were necessary to breathe together as one group?
Why might learning to breathe together be a necessary first step if we planned to sing or play instruments together?
How do you think breathing together might affect our ability to create music together?

Key Information

 Let students know that breathing together is something the brass players in Hypnotic Brass Ensemble did together
every morning growing up, because they are actually a family band! The brothers currently in the group all learned
to play from their father, Phil Cohran (Cō – RAN), a renowned and innovative jazz trumpet player and activist. Let
students know that from the age of 4 or 5, the brothers woke up before dawn each morning to study their instruments and practice with their father before going to school.
 Share the definition of “long tones”. The daily sessions were built on playing “long tones” together, developing their
skills and connecting the brothers to their instruments, each other, and the world around them.
 Show a brief video clip on “long tone” from the documentary, Brothers Hypnotic.(#1 or #2 on the playlist, page 5).

LESSON #1 -

The Family that Breathes Together…
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Going Deeper

Part B
Following the unison breathing in Part A, students will create their own daily ritual uniting them as a group or “family” to
prepare them for the day and connect them to each other. Encourage students to practice their daily ritual throughout
the Unit. For the brothers in Hypnotic Brass Ensemble, their family practice was meditative and spiritual, providing a way
for them to commemorate the day together.
1. Have students share some of the actions that are part of their current daily life at home and at school. Perhaps your
students respond to a daily journal prompt each morning at school, for example. Maybe there is a ritual at home that
involves preparing for school, prayer, yoga or meditation, feeding pets, etc.
2. Ask students how much discipline it takes to commit to a daily practice? Is it different for musicians or athletes?
3. Following the discussion, let students self-select groups of 4-5. Each group will need their own space in the room.
4. Explain to students that these are now their work groups or “families” for the Unit as they prepare for the Hypnotic
Brass Ensemble concert.
5. Let them know that this “family” is in need of their own daily ritual to begin the day and connect them to one
another. It should involve breathing together and grow beyond that.
6. Ask students to consider that their ritual should be grounding and center them for the day ahead. Perhaps they’d
like to add movement to their breathing, or a wish for the day, or a pledge of some kind, etc.
7. Allow students between 5-7 minutes to create such a ritual. The ritual itself should take no longer than 2 minutes.
Note: The impact of this endeavor will be deepest when students are provided time to practice their ritual each day
as intended, once it’s been created.
8. When completed, ask each group to name their new “family.” This should take around 2 minutes.
9. Allow students to share their family name and their daily ritual with the full group.
10. Take time to reflect on these rituals and “family” names.

Reflection Questions:





What did you observe in the other “family” groups?
How were their choices of rituals similar or different?
How did your group develop their ritual?
What were some of the challenges you faced?

LESSON #2 -

Chant into Song
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In This Lesson

In this exploration students develop personal mottos, creating chants that can be enhanced and sung.
Selecting the best method for your students, begin this activity with either brainstorming or journaling.

Here’s How

Part A
1. Ask students to write down or share their top five values. What or whom matters most to them? Family, school,
sports, music, honesty, kindness, are all possible examples.
2. Do they have a favorite quote, proverb, or saying that motivates and inspires them to be their best and keep moving
forward even when there is a crisis?
3. Considering their top values and inspiring quotes, have students take some time to create a motto or mantra for
themselves. They may choose a word or phrase that shares their voice and perspective. Simple is OK – so is slang.
4. Ask them to consider keeping their language positive and empowering. Maybe their motto is as simple as one word,
It can be a mantra, a goal, or a tribute.
5. Allow students time to select/create such a mantra or motto.
6. Once personal mottos are crafted, have students form groups of 4-6.
7. Students will take turns sharing their own mantra or motto in their groups.
8. Ask students to consider whether or not there is overlap between their mottos.
9. Give students the option to combine two or more of the mantras/mottos from the group or select just one to work
with for the next step.
10. Challenge students to explore what it feels like to speak their motto in unison with their group members.
11. How can they best deliver their motto for the most impact?
 Do the words suggest a certain delivery?
 Do the words suggest being spoken in a slow, soft, loud, or clipped manner, for example?
 Are there long open vowels? Are there consonants that feel crisp and percussive?
 Can students lean into these qualities in the words and begin chanting them?
 What tempo feels right to chant their motto?

Key Information

Let students know that the titles of two Hypnotic Brass Ensemble compositions have powerful motto statements. Find
links to Hypnotic Brass Ensemble’s “Lead the Way” and “Now” on the guidebook playlist on YouTube listed on page 5.

Here’s How

Part B
1. Ask students to experiment with repeating their chant over and over again. Does the repetition, the chanting, lead
them to think of music that could underscore their words?
2. What instruments can they imagine best expressing their chant? What tempo, rhythm, style best suits their motto?
3. Encourage them either to create these sounds, melodies and rhythms with their own bodies, with their own musical
instruments, or to explore how they might create a musical background on GarageBand or similar program.
4. Give students as much time, freedom, and support as needed to make their motto sing.
5. Allow time for each group to share. Encourage students to record and remember these compositions for continued
inspiration for themselves and others.

Reflection Questions





What were some similarities and differences in the choices each group made?
What were some of the challenges your group faced in this activity?
Were you inspired by any of the mottos and/or compositions?
Do you think your work or that of your classmates will stick with you?

LESSON #3 -

What is Your Legacy?
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In This Lesson

In this exploration students will investigate their personal experience and connections to legacy.

Materials needed
Journal or notebook

Pen or pencil

Here’s How

Legacy
plural - legacies
1. a gift by will especially of money or other
personal property: bequest
She left us a legacy of a million dollars.
2. something transmitted by or received from
an ancestor or predecessor or from the past
The legacy of ancient philosophers-The war
left a legacy of pain and suffering.
3. a candidate for membership in an organization (such as a school or fraternal order)
who is given special status because of a
familial relationship to a member
(with thanks to www.Mirriam-Webster.com)

1. Ask students if they are familiar with the word legacy? Ask for
volunteers to provide a definition. After students provide their
definition, you may want to share the dictionary definition.
2. Ask students what well-known or historical examples of a legacy
they they might know. Try to get both a positive and negative
examples. You may want to collect these responses on a flip
chart or white board.
3. Select which of the following questions you prefer and give as
writing prompts to students for a more personal approach to
legacies. Allow students to respond individually in their notebooks
or journals. Responses need not be complete sentences.
 Do you believe that your family’s history good, bad, or
unremarkable is your legacy?
 To what degree do you think that we are all products of our upbringing? Is that our legacy?
 Are we able to redefine our lives and legacy?
 Has legacy been a burden in your life, a gift or something
else?
 Are most legacies positive or negative?
 Are you aware of a legacy bestowed upon you and
toward which you feel a responsibility? What is that
legacy?
 Is there a struggle between carrying on the ways of our
families and moving forward in our own way?
 How do we carve out our own path and still honor the
legacy?
 What legacy would you like to leave behind?
4. Invite students to share what really stands out to them from their
notes after responding to the questions.
5. Have students write a paragraph or essay about their experience
Kelan Phil Cohran, father of the men of
of legacy to date, allowing their notes to guide their writing. How
Hypnotic Brass Ensemble
do they imagine legacy will impact their lives as they move forward?

Lesson Extension

Have students watch the documentary Brothers Hypnotic, in which Hypnotic Brass Ensemble’s struggle to sort their
own musical ambitions from their father’s legacy is explored in depth. This lesson along with the film, will significantly
enhance the students’ connection to and appreciation for the band and their music when they attend the performance
at TPAC. We recommend you screen the documentary first yourself to determine if all material is apprpropriate for your
group of students. It is available on several streaming services listed here: http://hypnoticbrassfilm.com/
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How Brass Instruments Work:
A STEAM Research Lesson for Hypnotic Brass Ensemble
LESSON #4 Overview

This lesson will help students understand how brass instruments work and provide them an opportunity to show cognitive understanding of the subject through a group video project.

Materials











Ability for each group to view material online
Materials for Text set (below are some suggestions)
Several pieces of water hose cut to varied lengths
Selection of household funnels
Duct tape
Cardboard tubing
Wax paper
Brass mouth pieces (if available) ask the band director.
Video capability for each group
Text Sets
https://tinyurl.com/howbrassworksTED
https://tinyurl.com/multitraksolo
https://tinyurl.com/mechanicsofbrass
https://tinyurl.com/acousticsofbrass

Student Objectives

 Students will explore how brass instruments work using research strategies.
 Students will provide evidence of their learning.

Lesson Outline
Research

1. Begin the lesson by explaining the goal for today is to 1. Understand how brass instruments work. 2. Share their
findings with the class utilizing student created models for video demonstration.
2. Provide each group with the text set information URL’s and/or any teacher selected text around the topic and invite
students to explore. As students review the text, they should make notes to share with their group any information
about how brass instruments work.
3. As the students work, take the opportunity to walk among them and take anecdotal notes. Listen for active
engagement, students’ response to new information and any questions students may pose that could be discussed
at the lessons end.
4. At the end of the research session, invite groups to collect and review all group notes on the topic. You may wish to
use the following questions to guide group conversation.
 What stood out to you the most about the workings of brass instruments?
 Were you surprised by any of the information you found?
 What questions do you have that have not been answered about brass instruments?

Creation and Design

At the beginning of this section groups should answer the following questions first.
1. What is the most important aspect we want others to know about how brass instruments work?
2. What can we create with the materials available to demonstrate this aspect?
3. Each group should send one person to collect materials for their product design and one person should start writing
a story board or script for their video (teacher choice). The rest of the group can be divided up to assist with those
two tasks.
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4. The goal is to create a model to use in a 45 second commercial on How Brass Instruments Work. The model must
demonstrate an aspect associated with brass instruments.
5. Provide each group with a copy of the video creation guidelines.
6. Each video should be between 30-45 seconds.
7. Videos may use one to three actor/performers.
8. Creativity is encouraged but be mindful of time.
9. Videos should address “How Brass Instruments Work”.
10. Videos should include a group created product for demonstration.

Practice and Perform

1. Have groups establish the roles of videographer, time keeper, actor(s), director for their video and spend time
rehearsing and refining before recording.
2. Before recording their final product, each group should review the video guidelines above.
3. If possible, have groups ready to record moved to a quiet location to block sound interference. This may require the
assistance of a second teacher/adult to provide supervision but should only take about 10 minutes of their time.

Share and Reflect

1. As a class, view group videos and give positive feedback and appreciation to each group. Encourage students to use
“I like” and “I wonder” statements for giving feedback.
2. Below is a list of final reflection question that could be turned into individual written assignments.
 How has your understanding of brass instruments changed through this lesson?
 What surprised you during this lesson?
 How did working as a group to create a product advance or hinder your learning?
 Do you still have unanswered questions about how brass instruments work? What assistance might you
need in finding an answer?

Hypnotic Brass Ensemble playing on the street by a park, an activity they value and still do despite their worldwide success.

LESSON #5 -

Sound the Trumpets!
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In This Lesson

In this activity students will explore the sounds of brass instruments, brass music, and the music of Hypnotic Brass
Ensemble. They will also explore creating their own rhythms and vocal “brass” sounds.

Here’s How
Part A

1. Begin with a rhythm warm-up, with everyone standing in a circle. Have one person (you or a musical student) keep
a steady beat by counting (1-2-3-4) along with clapping or tapping your foot, for example. Have students join in with
the same sound to be sure the group can keep time together.
2. Explain that the “time keeper” will continue (but no longer count out loud). Taking turns around the circle, each
student will add on a rhythm of their own choosing using just their own body, playing over the steady beat.
3. Students may make any sounds they can repeat over and over, using their body as an instrument, including “mouth”
sounds. Their aim is to create a rhythm they feel works with the rest of the ensemble. Encourage students to avoid
repeating any rhythm or sound already chosen by another.
4. Once everyone has added their rhythm, allow the ensemble to continue for 30-60 seconds before conducting
a cut-off.

Reflection Questions

 What did students think of the resulting sound?
 How did they come up with their rhythm ideas?

Here’s How
Part B

1. Assess students’ knowledge of horn sounds by brainstorming the kinds of horn sounds they hear in their
environment on a regular basis. For example: vehicle horn, air horn, train horn, etc. Ask students if the horns
they mention all have the same sound or “voice.” Ask students if they are familiar with the different voices of brass
instruments.
2. Play examples from YouTube links (on the playlist- #’s 11-13- here: tpac.org/guidebooks and described below) to
provide listening samples of a variety of brass instruments. Pay particular attention to the trumpet, trombone and
baritone horn, which are the three brass instruments that will be present in the concert.
3. Have students reflect on the differences they hear between the sampled instruments in pitch (the range of high to
low notes an instrument covers) and tone (the “color” or “feel” of the instrument’s sound). Some of the instruments
will be so close to each other that it will be hard for students to tell the difference. Notice also that horns can be
“muted” and produce a different sound.

From the Guidebook playlist on YouTube (find the link at tpac.org/guidebooks)
 Horn examples from United States Army Field band (length 21:42) - There’s no need to watch this complete
video for this activity. Brass instrument demonstrations and information begin at time stamp 8:25.
 Horn comparisons from an Australian Band teacher (Length - 2:16)
 A student band (Length - 1:53) providing a comparison between baritone horn and euphonium. The two horns
in the middle are baritone horns. Students can hear the different parts and watch the players’ fingers to see
which part they are playing in the “Super Mario Brothers Theme”.

LESSON #5 -

Sound the Trumpets!
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Key Information

Brass players make a buzz with their lips to “blow” into the mouthpiece of a horn and make sound. They don’t blow into
the horn like blowing out a candle. The buzz is not too far sonically and physically from a hum, but a horn players “hum”
is a powerful one that lets out air. The special position of a horn player’s mouth, tongue, and lips when they are playing
is called their embouchure, and it takes a great deal of practice to develop those muscles to achieve the right tone. In the
first video of the playlist here: tpac.org/ guidebooks described on page 5 (the Sound + Vision trailer), at time stamp 0.22,
the brothers are practicing a piece of music without their horns by humming.

Here’s How

Part C
1. Choose one video from the previous page, and ask the students all together to try to mimic the brass sounds with
their voices like young children might do. This can definitely be funny. One way in to copying the horn sound is to
start with a hum. The rhythm of the sounds will make it choppy and nasal, which can help the voice approximate
the horn. Using a consonant “d” or “b” paired with different vowels makes various low and high tones. Adding an
“nh” after the vowel increases the nasal sound, too.
2. Play a short section from the either the Hypnotic Brass Ensemble selection “War” or “Ballicki Bone” found in the
playlist here: tpac.org/guidebooks and detailed on page 5.
3. After hearing the selection invite students to share what they noticed about the rhythm and melody of the music,
not with words, but instead with sounds. Challenge students to duplicate the rhythm patterns in these selections
by playing percussive body sounds along to the music and play the selection again.
4. Play the same selection one more time. This time challenge students to imitate the rhythmic horn sounds of
Hypnotic Brass Ensemble with their voices – creating a vocal horn sound. Encourage students to select a particular
horn part to follow and imitate accompanied by the recording. Note: if students are shy at first, ask if anyone can
beatbox. Explain that you’re going for a similar idea but using and creating horn sounds.

See the next page for a lesson extension.

Photo by Portia Marciello
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1. To expand on the vocal horns, have students divide into groups of 4-6, while keeping in mind their experience with
hearing brass instruments, exploring rhythms, and vocal horn sounds.
2. Show the groups all the different photo images of a particular environment on the next two pages. If you prefer, you
can find alternate images that are similar on the web. Print from the PDF version of this guidebook on the web at
tpac.org/guidebooks, or copy and cut out the images, and secretly assign each group a different photo.
3. Ask students to take a few minutes to discuss the image and their response and connection to it before moving on.
4. Challenge students to create their own vocal horn composition that embodies and expresses the image they’ve been
given.
5. Post the composition guidelines on a whiteboard or give each group a copy, and leave enough time for each group to
share their work.

As you compose your vocal horn piece to suit the image, please aim to:
 Embody and express your group’s response to the image.
 Include unison horn playing and individual horn playing.
 Employ more than one type of brass instrument sound.

Reflection questions






What did you notice in your classmates’ performances?
Can you guess which image they received? Why is that your guess?
What presented the biggest challenges to your group in creating your piece?
How did you overcome the challenges?
Are you pleased with your piece?

Comparisons

1. Listen to a variety of different brass groups on the playlist below.
2. Compare styles and music.

Guidebook Playlist on YouTube (find the link at tpac.org/guidebooks)
 Reveille - United States Army Ceremonial Band
 Taps-United States Navy Band

Length - 0.25

Length - 1:21

 Wellington Brass - National Brass Band Contest Napier 2016
 9th Ward Marching Band plays “The Letter”
 Johnny Cash “Ring of Fire”

Length - 2.23

 Chuck Mangione “Feels So Good”
 Big Band Swing compilation

Length - 2:10

Length - 3:28

Length - 14:55

Length - 4:03
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 Can you imagine what it would be like to be in a band with your brothers or sisters or other family members?
 If not a band, is there some other activity your family enjoys that you can imagine doing together professionally?
 Do you think your own career choice will be impacted by your parents’ careers?

LESSON #5 -

Resources

Discussion Questions for Post Performance

 How does your experience of their music change when you see the Hypnotic Brass Ensemble perform live?
 What questions would you like to ask them about performing as brothers?
 Has the performance changed your mind or altered your feelings about brass instruments?
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